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ZITERDES (ZIegler TERrain DESign) is the premier European source for terrain and landscapes for 
miniature wargames.  An independent subsidiary of NOCH, ZITERDES infuses miniature wargaming 
terrain with NOCH’s 90+ years of experience in providing terrain for model railroads and dioramas.   

Recently we communicated with Jürgen Hauser at Ziterdes’ headquarters in Germany. 

SPONSOR 
SPOTLIGHT 

Tell us about ZITERDES’ product line: 
We use the same methods that we use to produce walls and portals for model railroads.  ZITERDES’ products 

are already pre-painted and partially grassed with a special green flock.  You can take them out of the 
packaging, put them on your field of battle, and start playing.  You can also easily customize our products with 
different paint jobs and other details.   

We use a special kind of hard foam that makes ZITERDES terrain “Battle Ready, Shapeable and Durable.”  
The material is lightweight, durable, and easy to paint. You can cut it with a knife or fretsaw, and use a file or 
sandpaper for fine edges. You can form it in hot water and it is weatherproof. 

Where can I find out more about ZITERDES?  
Go to our website at: 
http://www.ziterdes.de/content_eng/frameset.htm 

Ziterdes products, including the Modular Gaming Table and their terrain features, will be available in the 
AdeptiCon 2006 Vendor Hall!  For more information on AdeptiCon 2006 and our events, visit our website 
at http://www.adepticon.org.  You can register online via PayPal.  Space is limited, so don’t delay!  
Follow the registration link on http://www.adepticon.org for all of the important details.  

So what’s the deal with the MGT? 
One highlight in our product line is the Modular Gaming Table, or ”MGT.”  We offer 10 different individual 

MGT modules.   Each module is 2’ x 2’ and players can combine them in any fashion, allowing for thousands 
of possible battlefields.  The ZITERDES MGT will test your warrior instincts and skills and is a challenge for all 
gamers, no matter what game they play. 

ZITERDES will support AdeptiCon with 42 MGT modules, making 7 complete MGTs. Additionally we will send 
enough terrain and landscaping items to decorate the tables.  AdeptiCon attendees will be able to play on 
the tables and experience for themselves the high quality of our terrain pieces. 

Anything else coming up? 
One of our next items 

you MUST get will be a 
huge terrain piece (app. 
18’’ x  22’’) which will 
remind you of the scenes 
in the Mines of Moria in the 
Lord of the Rings; available 
just before Easter. 
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